AND

PUPPY INSTRUCTORS
WORKSHOP (1 DAY)
PUPPY SCHOOL ESSENTIALS
WHEN

10 March 2019

WHERE Charlestown Bowling Club
TIME

8:30 – 4 pm

COST

$225.30 for full day

(includes morning tea, lunch and afternoon tea)

AUDIENCE
•
•
•
•
•

Vet nurses
Vets
Dog Trainers
Anyone currently teaching puppy classes
Anyone wanting to teach puppy classes

BONUS
Attendees will be eligible for special discounts on the “Puppy
Manual” www.petperspective.com.au/the-puppy-manual

HOW DO I REGISTER?
Go to this link
https://www.trybooking.com/book/event?eid=457274&
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WHAT WILL BE COVERED?
Reading puppy body language
This is the most important thing you will teach in puppy classes! Learn to interpret both
obvious and more subtle body language and teach owners to do the same.

Kids and dogs
How to deal with kids in the puppy class situation. Rules for owners to set up for kids and
dogs at home. How to teach dogs to behave around kids and vice versa!

Socialisation
What is socialisation and how should we approach it? We’ll discuss the role of play in
puppy class, as well as the important balance between providing enough stimulation and
overwhelming pups.

Appropriate training methods
Reinforcement vs punishment, what is the best way to train puppies, and how to get
owners on board. What exercises should you teach in puppy school and how? Fun
games to get people involved.

Husbandry training for puppies
Why we haven’t been teaching husbandry behaviours and why we should start right
NOW! What is husbandry training, what are these behaviours used for and how owners
can train them.

Puppy problems and problem puppies
Troubleshooting solutions for common puppy problems (biting, jumping up, stealing
objects), how to toilet train puppies. How to recognise when the problem is more serious
(anxiety and aggression) and what to do about it.

Setting up your puppy class
We will cover the practicalities of how to set up the area and manage enrolments for a
successful puppy class. How many puppies? What age should they be? How many
sessions should each class be? What kind of class notes should you use?
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Time

Session

Subjects

8.30 – 8.45

Registration

8.45 – 9.00

Welcome and
introductions

Eve McKenzie (Dogaholics Dog Training)
Dr Jen Nesbitt-Hawes (Pet Perspective)

9.00 – 9.45

Reading puppy body
language

Why this is the most important thing you will
teach
Subtle signals
Breed differences

9.45 – 10.30

Kids and Dogs

Teaching kids about dogs
How to deal with kids in puppy class
House rules for kids and dogs

10.30 – 10.50

Morning tea

10.50 – 11.30

Socialisation

What is a sensitive period and why is this
important?
Socialisation vs habituation vs exposure
Stimulation without overwhelming

11.30 – 12.15

Training (part 1)

Reinforcement vs punishment
How to train puppies
Getting owners on board
Managing expectations (what a puppy can do,
how much sleep/exercise, and what level of
training to expect from puppy class)

12.15 – 12.45

Lunch

12.45 – 1.30

Training (part 2)

Exercises to teach in your puppy class
Settle on a mat
Sit (and extensions)
Loose lead walking

1.30 – 2.15

Husbandry training

Handling puppies
Teaching husbandry skills

2.15 – 3.00

Puppy problems and
problem puppies

Troubleshooting solutions.
Toilet training puppies.
Managing problem pups in class.
Recognising anxiety and aggression and what
to do about it.

3.00 – 3.20

Afternoon tea

3.20 – 4.00

Setting up your class

Enrolments
Setting up the area
Who should come?
How many sessions
Providing notes (Puppy Manual)
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PRESENTER:
About Dr Jen Nesbitt-Hawes
Dr Jen Nesbitt-Hawes
BVSc (Hons) MVSt (Cons Med) MANZCVS (Veterinary Behaviour)
Dr Jen Nesbitt-Hawes graduated from
Sydney University in 2001 with a strong
interest in the field of Animal
Behaviour. She completed the CVE
Post-graduate course in Veterinary
Behaviour in 2003. Her experiences
with Game Capture in South Africa led
her to complete a Masters in Veterinary
Studies (Conservation Medicine)
through Murdoch University, during
which time she had the privilege to
study Orangutans in the jungles of
Sumatra.
In 2014, Jen attained Membership of
the ANZCVS Behaviour Chapter and is past Chapter President. She now lives on the
Central Coast of NSW, being intensively trained by her three-year old daughter. In
between times, she manages her business “Pet Perspective” which offers behaviour
education services including the ‘Puppy Manual’ series of Puppy School tools for vet
clinics and trainers.
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GUEST PRESENTER
About Eve McKenzie
Eve McKenzie
B Bus, Dip Mngt, Dip CBST, Dip FBST, Cert IV DBT, Cert IV TA

Eve McKenzie is a dog behavioural
trainer who runs Dogaholics Dog
Training in the Newcastle area. She is
passionate about helping owners with
their dog problems and sometimes helps
dogs with their human problems!
She has been training humans to train
their dogs for almost 20 years.
As well as dogs, Eve is also a qualified feline behaviour consultant helping owners with
cat problems.
Eve uses only force free, positive reinforcement methods and is constantly attending
workshops/seminars and conferences to keep up to date with best practice, positive
reinforcement training techniques. She is also the Vice President of the Association of
Pet Dog Trainers Australia, a member of the Delta Institute and the Pet Professional
Guild Australia
Eve lives in Adamstown with her husband, 2-year-old child and 2 Ginger Ninja’s (cats!)
In her spare time, she likes to play with playdough, paint and swim ( oh sorry, that might
be with her active 2-year-old!)
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